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Mining inc game max level

What is the highest level any mine can go to? Are they all the same or different? In addition, how many mines are on each section ? Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Make it rain with your mining empire! Become the next mining billionaire, rule the industry, and be the king of all mines! DISCOVER AND ENJOY DIVERSE CONTENTThrough the game you will
see your environment develop visually with new buildings, new vehicles, new machines to help you achieve your goal of running the most successful mining company! REVEAL THE NOBLESYou will start with a production line- a gold mine. As the game progresses, you can unlock mines full of diamonds, rubies and other rare gems! IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCTIONWith the
money you earn, you can unlock and upgrade buildings to increase the production of your mining company! RENT YOUR DREAM TEAMTell the best managers to tackle all your challenges! Assign them wisely to optimize your production! Hire managers with different unique skills to assign them to different parts of your operation! COLLECT UNIQUE BOOSTERSWhen you reach
specific prestige ranks, you will win unique boosters to make your mining company grow even faster! EMBRACE THE MINING CHALLENGEThe user journey is filled with a number of challenging assignments. Complete them all to unlock new content! Start drilling today! Dec 21, 2020 Version 1.12.0 Various bug fixes and performance optimizations. Enjoy! Please feel free to send
us your feedback thanks to the Support feature in-game settings or by sending an email on mining_support@greenpandagames.com Now that my review is up, all other reviews are irrelevant. This is an idle game where you have 0 ads forced down your throat. There is also no shady deal whatsoever, as there is an easy way to earn the premium currency by simply playing the
game. Progress is as simple as Rock Paper Scissors, where to gain an advantage with a building, you need to play strategically, i.e. if your mine is filled to maximum capacity, upgrade your refinery to smell faster, allowing more minerals to be harvested and delivered. Trucks can't carry enough ore? Upgrade your stock vehicle so they can carry more. This is the perfect idle game,
and I can't wait to see what future updates await it. You can only level your equipment up to certain levels before you have to level up completely. I've been stuck at level 7 for a while now because it requires rare manager cards as in my daily chests I haven't received any and even spent in the game cashing on the epic chests that just gave me regular bosses as well. I can't level
up my gear anymore so I can't play anything in the game because I can't level up without those cards. It will also ask you for 3+ chests to level up so you have to wait hours for that because you only get one every 4 hours. Even if everything is maxed out and you need to level up to keep playing, you have to wait and sometimes days to get one you need to level up. Even in most
idle games, when when Level up, you start over but let you build back to the place you were in real fast. In this game when you level up, you just start over with nothing. All the money you collected is lost and you are back to square one. You can level your gear up to the next level now, but you start at the bottom level again and have to spend hours getting you up to that point
again. The game has a good idea to go but the way they executed it is bad. Waiting times and hours accumulate money while waiting for bosses cards or daily chests to level up, only to lose all that money and start the game completely over and have to wait hours or days again to level up again. Hi almapa93, we are sorry to hear that you did not like our game. Please feel free to
share your game improvement ideas with us, and maybe we will reach a 5 star rating with your help. Contact us at mining_support@greenpandagames.com The Green Panda Games Support Team I've been playing in this game regularly for weeks, and have been stuck at level 12 for quite some time because the final challenge to beat level 12 is to have 21 manager cards
equipped. The issue is that of all the crib cards, the last two cards that I miss (both are for buildings with an open space, which would take me from 20 to 21) haven't dropped even once in any roll. I have a timer set to expire every four hours, and I regularly buy Epic chests in the game, and yet these last two bosses elude me. I'm getting worried that there's a bug in the drop
system that prevents me from getting these last two cards, as all my other cards float around at the same level depending on the rarity, which tells me I get them pretty evenly across the board, except for these last two cards. I hope it sort sits out for itself. Oh and all the other bugs are still present, I can't upgrade anything, but it's not an obstacle to progress for me right now
because I had already completed all the other assignments for this level and am just waiting for my 21st manager card. PS please add the managers of the underground gold mine, it's a pretty expensive but comparatively useless building developer, Green Panda Games, stated that the app's privacy practices may include the handling of data described below. For more
information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used to track you across apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchase Location Identifier Usage Data Diagnostics Other data the following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Purchase Location Identifier Usage Data Diagnostics The following data may be collected but it is not
associated with your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn more about developer site app support privacy policies 1.11.1 December 3, 2020 Various bug fixes and performance optimizations. Enjoy! Feel free to send us your feedback thanks to the support feature settings or by sending an e-mail message
mining_support@greenpandagames.com. 1.11 November 17, 2020 Discover new tools to optimize your mining empire: use the Statistics Panel to monitor your production and spend Tokens to upgrade your Managers! Also includes: various bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your feedback thanks to the Support feature in the game settings or by
sending an email on mining_support@greenpandagames.com. 1.10.1 23 October 2020 Get ready for the challenge of the new production line: the emerald mine! Also includes: improvements to the progression system, various bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your feedback thanks to the Support feature in the game settings or by sending an
email on mining_support@greenpandagames.com. 1.10.0 October 6, 2020 Get ready for the challenge of the new production line: the emerald mine! Also includes: improvements to the progression system, various bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your feedback thanks to the Support feature in the game settings or by sending an email on
mining_support@greenpandagames.com. 1.8.1 September 4, 2020 Bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your comments on support@greenpandagames.com. 1.8.0 August 21, 2020 Bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your comments on support@greenpandagames.com. 1.7.2 August 5, 2020 Bug fixes and
performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your comments on support@greenpandagames.com. 1.7.1 22 July 2020 Bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your comments on support@greenpandagames.com. 1.7 July 6, 2020 Bug fixes and performance optimizations. Please feel free to send us your comments on
support@greenpandagames.com. 1.6.5 June 12, 2020 Discover our new game: Mining inc. ! Become the new mining magnate! Please feel free to send us your comments on support@greenpandagames.com 1.6.4 May 18, 2020 Discover our new game: Mining inc. ! Become the new mining magnate! Please feel free to send us your comments on
support@greenpandagames.com 1.6.2 5 May 2020 General improvement and bug fixes! Enjoy Green Panda Games is a veteran mobile game developer who has been focusing on casual titles for quite some time. If you play and enjoy idle clicks games, then you have probably played on or several of their most popular titles as the company has many games on almost anything.
Idle Construction 3D, Bee Factory and Idle Roller Coaster are just some of Green Panda Games' most popular titles that we covered. Mining Inc. is a brand new mobile title from Green Panda Games, it's out now on iOS and Android. As generic as the game's title can appear, Mining Inc. Simply not your average idle construction game. It offers simple controls and objectives much
like most idle clicker games, but different structures with a plethora of variability of possible possible You can implement making it a great game to spend time on for different players. Of course, there is always profit and progress no matter how you play it and how much time you spend on it, but just like real business, more active time spent means higher profits earned. Step into
the shoes of a start-up mining company neophyte whose goal is to become the best tycoon in the industry. Initially, you will only need to tend to your gold production and while it includes a huge production line that each has multiple upgrade points, you will eventually be able to add more production lines for other valuable minerals. You won't be alone at your burgeoning business
venture as you are helped by your own dream team of managers. Each one has a positive impact on your mining companies so assigning them goes a long way. If you enjoy idle clicker business or build sims that offer some challenge and a lot of content, then be sure to provide Mining Inc. a try! Mining Inc. may have some differences from some idle clicker sims you've played but
while most of its upgrade and expansion mechanics may seem overwhelming at first glance, you'll certainly be able to get a good handle on using the quick tutorial that comes at the beginning of your bet. In any case, everything you do contributes to your income and you can never go wrong to end up with a financial loss. It's the perfect game to play when you're about to relax as
you can go about it at your own pace. If you want to step so quickly and efficiently to the next level, then be sure to check out our Mining Inc. beginner's guide below! We will share with you lots of tips, cheats and strategies to take you to the top of the mining tycoon charts! 1. Prioritizing Accomplishing The missions to rank up Managing a mining business that is continuously
growing and expanding can be a challenging feat. Especially if you haven't played a lot of idle builder games before, you may initially be confused with the number of growing options within your company that need some upgrades. As you will continue to earn profit right from the get-go, there will be plenty of money to spare. Just the same, even a simple dichotomy choice between
focusing on one aspect of the business process or simply spreading your money across each one, can become a challenge on its own. To avoid confusion, it is best for you to consult and follow the missions or challenges that you can view by clicking on your production rank at the top right of the screen. You start at rank 1 within the tutorial session, but completing all the goals
listed under each rank will push you to the next. Your production rank is the ultimate indicator of your progress in the game and while all your building upgrades and earnings are restored after you rank up, it will be much easier to get to these same upgrade levels and you will too be able to access additional facilities within the different production lines. Natural Natural during the
initial production levels are few and easy to accomplish. As you continue to level up, expect to have more missions entered during each level as each one also becomes much more challenging to complete. As an added feature to further motivate you to focus on missions and rank up quickly, prestige boosters start unlocking when you reach production level 8. These boosters
tremendously increase your productivity so having even only 1 of them active will definitely fast forward your progress to the next level. 2. Spread upgrades across various options Number of missions in Mining Inc. will increase as you reach higher production levels. In addition to this, missions at previous levels can relate to only one aspect of progress while later, will cover a
much larger scale. As an example, a rank 2 mission may require you to spend 18k coins, while a rank 8 mission can involve reaching Tier 4 with all gold production line buildings. If you have spent a few minutes in the game, you will now reach a higher level in a building means upgrading multiple items within it and as buildings reach higher levels, more upgrade choices become
available. The idea here is to try to focus on one mission at a time, but if there are multiple items that need to upgrade investments to accomplish the mission, then the best way to go about it is to spread your coin spending over them. Mining Inc. is designed in such a way that upgrade levels on each object with a facility do not necessarily have milestone levels. This means that
the bar that specifies the level of the function will only max out once and will remain locked from further upgrade if it cannot have higher levels in higher levels. This is where you can introduce the strategy of performing as many upgrades as you can within your limited earnings. Pay attention to how much each of the upgrade choices cost and invest in the cheapest. Since each
subsequent upgrade will cost higher than the previous one, it may happen that the new cheapest upgrade option will lead you to a different article. What you should do is continue to choose the cheapest option to invest in as every bit of upgrade you do contributes to your mining productivity. If you read through the description of each item within your different facilities, you may
notice how each one uniquely affects productivity and profitability. For starters, what might entice you to focus investment in some of them over others may center around those that directly increase income. Keep in mind, however, that while other items don't relate directly to higher profits, they still affect the flow of materials that earn you those profits. Any increase in speed or
storage capacity all ultimately lead to higher profits and a good balance over each one should be observed as much as possible. Fast workers and supplies, for one, will not ask if your storage is Full. You may also have a high level of gold ore production but due to limited capacity to all these golds, production will be stopped until after the dumpers make it back to haul more of the
stored gold. As such, as you try to spread your earned coins across the plethora of investment options within your facilities, take note of the numbers on each one also to also give you a better idea of what needs more investment. 3. Always Reinvest Earnings Before leaving the Game A key strategy that has become staples in every inactive clicker game is that you need to keep
as little inactive cash as possible to ensure that your business performs at maximum efficiency. This is of course not in the absolute absolute case you save for an important upgrade in relation to a mission at hand. For the most part, however, every bit of coin investment you put into which aspect of your mining facility increases its performance, even if it's only a small piece in
some cases. This strategy will also depend on how much free time you can still afford to spend in the game. If you only need to wait for a few minutes to earn the profit needed to buy an expensive upgrade, then you should definitely go for it. If you are crunched for time and will need to leave the game before earning enough coins to do so, then you might as well invest all your idle
income in whatever upgrade or upgrades you can afford. You will have a huge amount of offline earnings the next time you log in anyway, so just continue with your goal at a later time. 4. Upgrade Managers As soon as you can As we mentioned earlier, you won't be all alone in managing every production line in your growing mining empire. You will enlist expert help from several
managers, each with their own unique expertise that can further increase the performance of your mining company. These managers will not be easy to hire, however, since each one can only be obtained from chests, by a gacha method, where cards are collected to finally activate them. For starters, there are 28 executives to collect in Mining, Inc. and there is a rarity system to
classify them in the first place. Bosses with gold backgrounds are legendary, those with purple are epic, those with blue are rare, and gray backgrounds mean they are regular bosses. As for rarity, note that it doesn't necessarily determine the manager's value as each can confess a unique buff and its value depends on the situation you find yourself. With this, it is important for you
to be able to read through each one's description as soon as you unlock them, press their portraits to see what they can do. On the manager page that you can access by tapping the card icon in the lower-left corner of the screen, there is an automatic switch on the upper-right side that you can switch to automatically assign managers to their respective posts. If you notice,
managers can be used for gold production line, diamond production line, simply be available to both. In truth, auto assign option will choose the higher rarity one although in i cases, common that ranks up will give better boost. You can obtain manager cards from free chests, as well as rare chests and epic chests that you can buy with my cash. You need extra cards from the
manager to level him or her up and as each reaches a higher level, the number of cards needed for the next level increases. However, the rate of increase is consistent for all managers in all rarity grades. With this, joint managers expect to surpass the value and effectiveness of their higher-grade counterparts. 5. Spend Mine Cash On Epic Chests Mine Cash serves as the
premium currency of Mining Inc. and will of course be much harder to serve for you. On top of daily login rewards, my cash can also be earned from production level rank ups as well as an upgrade in one of the gold mine's many properties. With these limited sources of it outside spending real money, it becomes very important for you to make sure that every piece of my cash you
own and saved is spent as wisely as possible. As far as shopping goes, my cash can be used to buy rare and epic chests to expand and improve your collection of bosses. Introduced within the tutorial as well, you can buy boosters that instantly give you income in thousands of seconds. Since these are the only options you have about where to invest your hard earned my cash,
you will of course choose purchases with lasting effects. It's a given that the coins you earn through speed increases are temporary, and with a little more patience and time you will eventually be able to earn them as well. Add to that the fact that the coins are reset at the beginning of a new production rank and you will realize how much smarter it is to instead use your my cash on
chests. Rare chests hold 15 cards and cost 50 min cash while epic chests earn you 30 cards for a hundred of my cash. It may seem that saving a little more money to go for the epic chest doesn't give you any advantage but when it comes to prizes of higher degree boss cards are concerned, only epic chests reward you with legendary cards. With this you need to exercise a little
more patience to hold on to your money, even if you can afford a rare breast. Just go for epic chests so you can collect and upgrade higher grade manager cards faster. 6. Take advantage of Freebies On top of logging in every day to get a growing number of free my cash every day of the week, Mining Inc. offers. much more free bonuses you can revel in especially if you play
often. For starters, you can claim 2 free chests every day from the store. You can claim both immediately after you sign in to the game and don't require you to even play or watch video ads to do so. While most idle clicker games and build sims are often full of video ads that pop up every so often, Mining Inc. not these ads. Sometimes you will see a land on heli pad just on the right
side of your mining facility. An indicator under the gift box gift box on the upper right side of the screen will also be visible. If this happens, clicking on the chopper or icon will present you with an option to earn instant coins if you play a 15 to 30-seond video ad. The amount of coins you can get depends on your production level so the longer you progress, the more there is to claim.
Another valuable ad boost will come to an action after you sign in to the game and earn your offline rewards. You will be presented with an opportunity to triple the amount of coins you will receive by watching a short video. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, we were never able to take advantage of this help boost as no ads were available for us to play. We hope it will be
consistently available in the next update, however. 7. Use The Time Jump Cheat If you haven't noticed, you can actually play Mining Inc. completely offline. The only difference in an offline mode is that you won't be able to play ad increases and since the ad increase that can triple offline rewards is currently inactive, you'll just miss the VIP bonus from the helicopter. That said, you
are free to choose to turn off your Wi-Fi or cellular data while playing the game. Now, before we proceed to the time jump or time travel cheat, we advise those who want to play and enjoy the game without cheating to just read up to this point. This cheat, as easy as it is to pull off, can serve you so much that you will breeze through all the game's content in no time. Mining Inc. is
actually a lot of fun because it is given the pace at which you can evolve between levels, and it is a casual game after all so there is no real pressure for you to take to the feats. If it does rile up your interest, then you can very much test it yourself. Like Mining Inc. can be played completely offline, as it is given that all time-related features of the game rely on your device's internal
clock rather than on a server. With this you have full control over how it will consider the time and date of granting you bonuses and rewards. Free chests that can be requested twice a day, daily log in rewards and offline earnings all depend on time so any adjustments to your system clock and date can earn you any later, tomorrow's, or a future date reward immediately. Although
you can do this while playing the game, it is best to finish out of it to avoid experiencing glitches. After you drop the game, you can go to the date and time settings for your device and adjust the time or date ahead. If you adjust the time, you can go back into the game and receive offline rewards for the hours you skipped. If you adjust the date to tomorrow's date, then you can
immediately claim a huge amount of coins for offline rewards, 2 free chests, and some of my cash as daily login rewards. After claiming all three, finish out of the game, rinse and repeat. Please note that you can make as often as you want and if you decide to jump back to the actual date and time, there will be no one You should keep track of the last date you jumped to because
you'll need to move on to the day after that if you resume your time-traveling escapades. You can also take advantage of this exploit further by investing offline rewards you earn immediately to make some upgrades so your next offline incentives grow bigger. It sums up very much everything we can share with you for Mining Inc. We sincerely hope that you learned a lot from each
of the topics we discussed in this guide. If you have played and had Mining Inc. much and have managed to discover a tip, trick, or strategy we haven't covered in this article, we'd be happy to hear about it from you so do drop us a note below! Below!
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